Secondary structure of 5S RNA: NMR experiments on RNA molecules partially labeled with nitrogen-15.
A method has been found for reassembling fragment 1 of Escherichia coli 5S RNA from mixtures containing strand III (bases 69-87) and the complex consisting of strand II (bases 89-120) and strand IV (bases 1-11). The reassembled molecule is identical with unreconstituted fragment 1. With this technique, fragment 1 molecules have been constructed 15N-labeled either in strand III or in the strand II-strand IV complex. Spectroscopic data obtained with these partially labeled molecules show that the terminal helix of 5S RNA includes the GU and GC base pairs at positions 9 and 10 which the standard model for 5S secondary structure predicts [see Delihas, N., Anderson, J., & Singhal, R. P. (1984) Prog. Nucleic Acid Res. Mol. Biol. 31, 161-190] but that these base pairs are unstable both in the fragment and in native 5S RNA. The data also assign three resonances to the helix V region of the molecule (bases 70-77 and 99-106). None of these resonances has a "normal" chemical shift even though two of them correspond to AU or GU base pairs in the standard model. The implications of these findings for our understanding of the structure of 5S RNA and its complex with ribosomal protein L25 are discussed.